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Abstract. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a communication system that uses brain signals to interact 

with external devices. BCI could be used, specially, for people with physical disabilities. This work presents 

an accessible and functional BCI based on open hardware and software solutions. By using the Ganglion 

Board – OpenBCI and the software OpenVIBE, a robotic arm was controlled by motor imagery. The 

developed prototype allows the user to send two commands to the robot arm: picking up an object or 

releasing it. Simulated and experimental results have shown the feasibility for the developed BCI system. In 

particular, the average classification rate for a three class BCI experiment was 53,51 %.    

  

1. Introduction – Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) or Brain-Machine Interface (BMI) performs a direct link 
between computer(s) and the human brain. It is the latest development of a HumanComputer Interface 
(IHC). Unlike traditional input devices (keyboard, mouse, and others), BCI reads the waves produced by 
the brain and non-peripheral muscle movements at different locations in the human head, translating those 
signals into actions or commands that can control electronic devices, for example. BCI can lead to an 
increasing number of applications, such as, new ways of playing games, or helping people with disabilities 
to interact with computing devices, also leading to know more about the brain activity and the human neural 
network (RAMADAN et al., 2015), (RAMIREZ et al, 2018).  

  

According to Lotte (2008), electroencephalography is a technique that makes possible to measure 
microcurrents in the skin of the head that reflect brain activities in real time. Thus, the usage of EEG allowed 
researchers to measure the human brain activity to start trying to decode these activities with low responses 
time.  

  

An EEG acquisition system typically consists of electrodes, amplifiers, analog to digital converters (A/D) 
and a device that records brain signals. The electrodes acquire the scalp signal and the amplifiers process 
the analogical signals to increase its amplitude, so that the A/D converter can digitize the signals in a more 
accurate way. Finally, the recording device, which may be a personal computer or another electronic device, 
for example, stores and displays the data for further processing (ALONSO; GOMEZ, 2012).   

  

EEG signals can be acquired in a non-invasive way and, for this reason, it is the most widespread signal 
acquisition modality. However, it provides very low signal amplitudes, corrupted by noise, as these signals 
need to cross the scalp, skull and many other layers (ALONSO; GOMEZ, 2012). According to Costa and 
Oliviera (2012), the International Federation of Neuropsychology recommends using the 10-20 model for 
up to 21 electrodes, to capture brain signals. In this model, the electrodes are positioned at a distance from 
their neighbouring electrodes of 10% or 20 % of the total head distance.   

  

A key phenomenon that can be observed is the neurophysiological rhythmic activities recorded in the 
sensory-motor cortex (the region of the brain responsible for motor movements), known as SMR (Sensory 
Motor-Rhythm). Those activities are modulated by not only the movement of the head, but also by 
imagination (known as Motor Imagery) or simply the user's intention to perform a movement.   



  

It can be observed an amplitude reduction of the waves in the Alpha frequency range  (8-12 Hz) and Beta 
(13-30 Hz) rhythms, followed by an amplitude increase in the Gamma range (> 30 Hz) in EEG and 
electromagnetic methods. These changes in amplitude are known as ERD (Event Related 
Desynchronization) and ERS (Event Related Synchronization) phenomena  (YUAN; HE, 2014). The ERD 
can be observed by the power loss in the Alpha band on the electrodes of positions C3 and C4. In electrode 
C3 (left side of the brain), an ERD occurs more accentuated by the right hand movement imagination, and 
in the electrode C4 (right side) has a greater drop by left hand movement.  

  

According to Pfurtscheller et al (2003), the planning and execution of a movement results in a predictable 
power reductions in the Alpha and Beta frequency bands. In addition, several studies have shown that motor 
imaging can also cause ERD (and later ERS) in the primary sensorimotor areas. Different parts of the body 
are associated with SMR reduction in regions along the sensorymotor cortex, known as Homunculus 
(YUAN; HE, 2014).  

  

These characteristic of EEG sensory-motor rhythms can be used to classify brain states related to the 
planning and imaging of different types of limb movements that form the basis of neuronal control in BCIs 
based on Motor Imagery (PFURTSCHELLER et al. 2006).  

  

2. Experimental – To design a BCI system, besides choosing the signal acquisition method and the 
paradigm, the processing techniques have to be chosen. According to the literature, the processing 
techniques are divided into three groups: (i) Pre-Processing: Bandpass filters for noise removal; (ii) Feature 
Extraction: Techniques in the time, frequency or space fields, i.e. Spectral Density; and (iii) Classification: 
The algorithm responsible for assigning the features to a class.  

  

In this work a low cost BCI system was developed based on open hardware and free software to control a 
robotic arm. In this system, the brain signals acquired by the hardware (Ganglion board), are sent to the 
computer, and processed with the OpenViBE, as illustrated in Figure 1.There were developed three 
scenarios in the OpenViBE platform.   

  

The training of the system is performed in the first scenario, resulting in a recorded dataset for each user, 
according to the defined training protocol. In the second scenario, training of the classifier is performed, 
where the dataset previously recorded is read and processed, generating a configuration file for further 
classifier processing. The last scenario (shown in Figure 1) is the system in the operating mode, where the 
Ganglion board is responsible for the Real-Time Signal Acquisition stage, and the OpenViBE software 
performs the feature extraction, classification, and has the robotic arm control interface. The robot used in 
this work was the Robix (www.robix.com), available at the Laboratory of Automation and Robotics from 
Universidade do Vale de Itajai.  

   



 
Figure 1. System Overview   

  

According to Figure 1:  

  

• User: Send commands to the robot, through the motor imagery;  
• Signal Acquisition: Consists of the brain signal acquisition hardware, in which the acquired signals are 

amplified, scanned and sent to a computer;  
• Feature Extraction: It consists of the Pre-Processing and Feature Extraction stages, so as to transform 

the EEG signals into a feature vector, with the most relevant information;  
• Classification: It consists in the algorithm(s) used to identify which class the feature vector belongs;  

• Control Interface: Performs calculations of the robotic arm motion parameters and communication 
between the BCI System and the embedded Robotic Arm system;  Robotic Arm: Get the commands 
and perform the movements.  

   

Scenario 1 features the user and system training. The goal is to provide a graphical interface for the user to 
perform a given experimental protocol and to generate the information for the classifier training, which will 
be given in a second scenario.  

  

The channels C3 and C4 were used to locate the electrodes, according to the international system 10-20. 
The experimental protocol adopted for this system was: 3 seconds of attention, 5 seconds of movement 
imagination to open and to close the hand (right or left randomly), followed by 5 seconds of rest.  

  

Figure 2 shows the graphical interface that the user should observe to perform the following tasks: (i) the 
black screen represents a state of rest; (ii) the cross lines represents attention; (iii) the left arrow represents 
that the user must realize the imagination of movement of the left hand; and (iv) the right arrow represents 
the right motor imagery.  
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Figure 2. (a) Rest; (b) Attention; (c) Left movement imagery; (d) Right movement imagery.  

  

Once the experiment was performed, the scenario records the data (EEG signals and stimuli) in a file, which 
will be used to train the system.  

  

Scenario 2 (training): it reads the user dataset generated by the previous scenario, performs the signal 
processing, classifier training, and generates a configuration file for the classifier, which will be used in the 
last scenario, which is the online (operating) mode. Were used two classifiers algorithms: Artificial Neural 
Networks (ANN) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). LDA aims to use hyperplanes to separate the 
data representing each different class (DUDA;  HART;  STORK,  2001) and ANN represents a non-linear 
family of classifiers composed by a large number of interconnected elements called neurons (ALONSO; 
GOMEZ, 2012).  

  

The last scenario, called online, is the mode of operation in which the EEG signals are acquired in real time, 
passing through the processing step, to then perform the classification of brain signals (by using the settings 
of scenario 2). The result is sent as stimuli to the Python script, which performs the interface between the 
system and the robotic arm. The robot has predefined movements according to the detected motor imagery.  

  

3. Results and Discussion –  Figure 3 shows a sample of the spectral analysis for the motor imagery of: 
(a) Left Hand (b) Right Hand and (c) Rest. It is possible to observe that the signals of (a) have a larger 
amplitude in channel C3, while in (b), the signals are stronger in channel C4. The rest state (c) contains 
signals of smaller amplitude.  

  

(a)  (b)  (c)  

  

Figure 3. Spectral anallysis for: (a) Left hand (b) Right Hand (c) Rest.  



Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix of the results for LDA algorithm after the training step given by the 

OpenViBE software.  

 
Table 1 presents the results of the classifiers for the simulated experiment and the experiment with real 
motor imagery. To generate the result of the ANN classification algorithm, it was necessary to change the 
settings of the "Classifier Trainer" block in scenario 2 executing it again.   

  

  

Classifier  Motor Imagery  Simulation  

LDA  51,99%  100%  

ANN  53,51 %  100%  

Table 1. Classifier accuracy Results  

  

4. Conclusions – Numerous technologies have been designed attempting to develop a consolidated BCI 
system, and new developments are still looking for the best combination of cost, portability, reliability 
and usability. This paper explores the cost of a BCI by using an affordable low cost open source 
hardware acquisition board (Ganglion board) joined to a free software platform (OpenViBE). It 
totalizes 400 USD. In addition, the development stages and the features of the BCI system design were 
presented.   

  

Three scenarios were developed: Signal Acquisition Scenario; System Training Scenario; and Online 
Scenario (mode of operation), based on the Motor Imaging paradigm. Spectral Density performed the 
characteristics extraction. The classification rate reached the range of 53,51 % for three classes.   

  

The experimental and simulated results demonstrated the feasibility of BCI systems, when applied to control 
the movements of a robotic arm. However, improvements are still needed. Future works will be guided to 
apply this system to people with motor and speech disorders.  
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